
When it comes to video streaming of high school sports, our industry finds itself at a critical junction.  For 50 plus 
years, radio stations have owned and delivered the play-by-play rights for high schools across the nation. The work 
those broadcasters produced has always been admirable with a commitment to quality broadcasting and service to 
communities. Indeed, our communities have trust radio to provide the very best coverage of high school sports. It’s a 
heritage that radio should be proud of.
 
But technology is like weather...it charts it’s own course and we cannot control its mood or its patterns.  Because of the 
changing tides of technology, radio broadcasters must now act quickly to control their destiny as the leaders in HS Sports.  
Technology is such that virtually anyone can video stream HS Sports and the cost of entry is extremely low.  For less than 
$5,000, anyone can video stream football games. In fact, big and small companies not only want in on what has been 
traditionally radio’s domain. They want in because HS Sports is prime real estate.  

Now is the time for radio broadcasters to meet the challenges of new technology, and new competition, If not, radio will 
lose the prominence, the trust and the heritage they’ve built over the last half century. Not to mention the irreparable loss 
of those advertising dollars. 

Radio faces three critical propositions:
 
 1. Today, audiences demand a radio play-by-play simulcast with video.   
      This is similar to the migration of music from AM to FM from 1975-1980.  Back then 80% of all music on the  
     radio was on AM in 1975.  By 1980 80% of all music had gone over to FM.  This happened simply because the  
      listeners demanded it!
 2.  With investment, radio can double revenue generation. 
       Radio has been carrying sports for decades. Stations already have much of the equipment, the personnel and,  
                   most importanly, the relationship with the community. Cashing in on that isa  very feasible and immediate goal.
 3.  Most Importantly....If today’s radio broadcasters don’t stream HS Sports immediately someone else will 
      If radio falters at this moment, those broadcasters will lose the ability to serve our communities and sell 
      advertising to our clients.
 
Before we despair at this cataclysmic change in the media landscape and worry about the challenges we face, we need to 
remind ourselves that we have a great upside potential. Radio broadcasters know that:
 1. We are the proven and trusted voice in our communities.
 2. We are really good at Play-By-Play.
 3. Our competitors in video streaming haven’t been good: they charge the community - kids, parents,  
                  grandparents - to watch the games.  In short, their business model is flawed and radio’s is excellent.
 
Additionally, broadcasters need to recognize three (3) critical things:
 1. Don’t be afraid to adapt, to change. It is what RADIO has done for 100 years and will continue to do for another 
                 100 years.
 2. Jumping into the video streaming waters will widen the scope of not only how you cover HS sports, but  
      everything you do. This is an exciting opportunity and you will be amazed at how quickly you progress.
 3. Out of the starting blocks, radio can and will crush the competition because broadcasters are public servants.  
      We are LOCAL. And nothing says LOCAL like HS Sports.
 
I want to take this opportunity to thank Dave Arland for recognizing that our local radio stations are at a tipping point.  
We as Broadcasters need to embrace the concept of video streaming HS sports and we need to do it quickly.  We need to 
take control of our own destiny and become the dominant video streamers before others snatch away our heritage and 
income.  The moment is before us, and how we react to this adversity will define our future.  

So....The process of video streaming is like any other evolutionary process:  First crawl... then Walk... then RUN!  Today 
with the help of the Oklahoma and Alabama Broadcasters we will discuss the mechanics you need to learn to be a video 
streamer.  

THE URGENCY FOR RADIO VIDEO STREAMING



Required components / equipment  for all video streaming
 Laptop/Computer – Recommendation of a laptop with a minimum i7 Processor, without an i7 processor 
 the video of your event will buffer for the end viewer. 

 Computer
 1. Intel i7 Processor, 2.4GHz--your computer must have at least an i7 processor.
 2. 16 GB Ram, 1-Terabyte Hard Drive (if you are going to record the games to the computer).
 4. Minimum 3 USB inputs, with a 3.0 (can purchase a USB multiple splitter)
 5. Windows 10 preferred operating system     Computer Price Range is $1,000-$1,800

Additional components / equipment  for Standard video streaming
 Video Camera must be able to STREAM VIDEO to the internet, not all cameras can stream to the internet.  
 1. Basic short distance videoing you can purchase a  JVC GZ E306BU- $180
 2. Manfrotto Tripod with 12”-18” hand extension to alleviate quick fluid movement.  Tripod $300  
 3. Portable video camera mounting bracket. C clamp style / Gorilla clamp style  Mount $10-$20
 4. Dazzle or Diamond video capture card Dazzle $45 
 (Suggest using two different types of SD video converters if there are multiple cameras being used)
 5. VMIX streaming software offers Slow Motion replay, use up to 4-cameras $350 for HD, 1-time fee   
 6. Alesis 8-channel USB output mixing board,  walmart.com. Alesis $175
 7. RCA Video Cables. Will need a couple of these, one at least 20’ long and one at least 
     50’ long in case the camera cannot be placed adjacent to the laptop. Example football 
     game where there is not enough room in the opposing press box and the camera crew 
     has to be on top of the press booth etc.  RCA cables $60  
 8. USB hub / splitter. USB splitter $30  
    
 Total accessories: $1,160 

 Additional Sports broadcast headsets, mic cables, crowd mic, etc.  Radio stations should already have this 
 equipment. Suggested electronic web-sites: www.walmart.com  www.bestbuy.com  www.amazon.com 
 www.tigerdirect.com or  www.bswusa.com

Additional components / equipment for High Definition HD video streaming
 Video Camera must be able to STREAM VIDEO to the internet, not all cameras can stream to the internet.  
 1. Canon HD CMOS XA10Pro digital camera $600-$800
 2. An HD video converter such as an Epiphan capture card and HDMI connection cables.  Epiphan $600-800 
 3. Basic short distance videoing you can purchase an HD JVC GZ E306BU. JVC- $180
 4. A Zoom controller allows smoother zooming. $40
 5. Manfrotto Tripod with 12”-18” hand extension to alleviate quick fluid movement.  $300  
 6. Portable video camera mounting bracket. C clamp style / Gorilla clamp style  Mount $10-$20
 7. MIX streaming software offers Slow Motion replay,  4-cameras, one-time fee.     $350 for HD
 8. Alesis 8-channel USB output mixing board, $150 walmart.com. $150
 9. HDMI cables ...at least a 20’ long and one at  40’ long in case the camera cannot be 
     placed adjacent to the laptop. A distance of 40 feet is the maximum length for HDMI delivery   $70

 Total accessories: $2,710 

 Additional Sports broadcast headsets, mic cables, crowd mic, etc.  Radio stations should already have this 
 equipment.

Streaming service providers:  Blueframe, Live Stream, Boxcast there are many companies providing the streaming now. 
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